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Abstract. – The odd-parity spin-triplet Cooper pairing states show a six-fold degeneracy
for a quasi–two-dimensional electron system. In this article we show how spin-orbit coupling
can lift this degeneracy for Sr2RuO4 taking the band structure based on the three relevant
t2g-orbitals of the Ru-ions into account. The stabilized state depends on the relative strength
of the pairing interaction. We show that under reasonable assumptions the chiral pairing state
d(k) = ẑ(kx ± iky) is favored against the others.

The search for new superconducting transition metal oxide systems has lead a few years ago
to the discovery of Sr2RuO4 [1]. Despite the low transition temperature (Tcmax ≈ 1.5 K) which
is, in addition, very sensitive to disorder [2], the unusual properties of the superconductor have
attracted much interest. During the last year it has been experimentally established that this
compound is a spin-triplet superconductor as initially suggested on theoretical basis [3,4]. The
superconducting state is characterized by the violation of time-reversal symmetry [5] and equal
spin pairing within the basal plane of the tetragonal crystal lattice [6]. The single candidate
consistent with all presently known experimental data is described by the gap function of
the symmetry d(k) = ẑ(kx ± iky) in the standard vector notation [7]. This state is two-
fold degenerate and has chiral symmetry, i.e. the Cooper pairs possess an orbital angular
momentum. There are various possible other candidates for spin-triplet pairing which might
be rather close in energy as we will show below. The question arises what is the microscopic
reason to favor the chiral phase compared to the others. It is the aim of this paper to show
that the chiral state is a natural consequence of the electronic structure of Sr2RuO4 and the
presence of spin-orbit coupling.

Sr2RuO4 is, like several of the high-temperature superconductors, a layered perovskite
system of stacking RuO2-planes with a single layer per unit cell [1]. Like Cu in the high-
temperature superconductors, Ru forms a square lattice. While a single-band description
seems to be adequate for the CuO2-system, the case of RuO2 requires at least three bands
originating from the three 4d-t2g-orbitals of Ru occupied by four electrons on the average. All
bands cross the Fermi energy and give rise to three Fermi surfaces, two electron-like and one
hole-like, all of nearly cylindrical shape owing to the weak dispersion along the c-axis [8–10].
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The low-temperature normal state of Sr2RuO4 is that of a strongly correlated, nearly two-
dimensional Fermi liquid. In this sense this system resembles to some extent the nature of
the Fermi liquid 3He [3].

Starting from this assumption we show that the ordinary weak-coupling theory for spin-
triplet pairing yields a six-fold degenerate superconducting state if the spin space is completely
rotation symmetric. This degeneracy is lifted through spin-orbit coupling as suggested in
ref. [3,7]. In this letter we describe the effect of spin-orbit coupling based on the orbital origin
of the three electron bands. For this purpose we introduce a simple model taking the basic
structure of the three orbitals into account and leading to spin-triplet superconductivity. The
three t2g-orbitals, dyz, dzx, dxy, will be labeled as 1, 2, 3, respectively. The kinetic energy is
then given by

Hkin =
1
N

∑
k,s

C†
ks




εk1 gk 0

gk εk2 0

0 0 εk3


Cks , (1)

with C†
ks = (c†k1sc

†
k2sc

†
k3s), (εk1, εk2) = −2t1(cos ky, cos kx)−µ, εk3 = −2t2(cos kx + cos ky)−

4t3 cos kx cos ky −µ′ and gk = −4t4 sin kx sin ky (N : number of lattices sites). The parameters
will be later chosen to fit the band structure as close as possible [9, 11]. Through the hy-
bridization of the orbitals 1 and 2 the Hamiltonian leads to the bands α and β corresponding
to the hole-like and electron-like Fermi surface, respectively. The band belonging to orbital 3
is called γ in accordance with the band structure literature [8, 9, 11].

We now turn to the discussion of the pairing interaction yielding spin-triplet pairing. The
on-site interaction is definitely repulsive suppressing pairing in the standard s-wave channel.
Therefore we focus on nearest-neighbor-site interactions. Furthermore, the zero-momentum
pairing requires that two paired electrons are on the same Fermi surface. Interband pairs
have, in general, a finite net momentum. As a possible candidate for pairing ferromagnetic spin
fluctuations were discussed [7,12]. Experimental studies show, however, that the ferromagnetic
components of the spin fluctuations are rather weak [13] and, in additions, if they are enhanced,
e.g. by pressure, superconductivity is actually suppressed [14]. Alternatively, Hund’s rule
coupling was mentioned as another cause for parallel spin pairing [3,4]. Standard Hund’s rule
coupling on the Ru-ion, however, yields an on-site interaction and would not be available for
spin-triplet pairing. There is, however, a spin-dependent interaction mediated via orthogonal
oxygen orbitals between different nearest-neighbor orbitals. For example, on a bond between
site 1 and 2 along the x-axis spins on the Ru-dxy- and dxz-orbitals on different sites interact
ferromagnetically as they hybridize with orthogonal p-orbitals on the intermediate oxygens.
This is a variant of the Goodenough-Kanamori mechanism for ferromagnetic exchange based
on Hund’s rule effect on oxygen in transition metal oxides. It is easy to see that the dxy-orbital
couples in this way to the dzx- and dyz-orbitals of the Ru-ions on neighboring sites along the
x- and y-direction,

Hint = J ′ ∑
i

[Si3 · Si+x̂,2 + Si+x̂,3 · Si2 + Si3 · Si+ŷ,1 + Si+ŷ,3 · Si1] . (2)

This is an interorbital interaction and by itself for pairing not so effective. However, the
local spin polarization generated by this interaction can be transferred via on-site Hund’s
rule coupling to the other orbitals and lead to an effective spin-dependent nearest-neighbor
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intraorbital pairing interaction which has the form

Hp =
∑

i

[J1{Si1 · Si+x̂1 + Si2 · Si+ŷ2} + J2{Si1 · Si+ŷ1 + Si2 · Si+x̂2} +

+J3{Si3 · Si+x̂3 + Si3 · Si+ŷ3}] , (3)

where J1 is ignored as it has no contribution in our model. The effective coupling strengths
depend on the on-site polarizability of the spins in the different orbitals:

J2 = −J ′JH

N

∑
q

χ33(q) and J3 = −J ′JH

N

∑
q

[χ11(q) + χ12(q)] , (4)

where χµν(q) = − i
N

∫ ∞
0

dt〈[Sµq(t),Sν−q(0)]〉 is the static spin susceptibility (ignoring retar-
dation effects) of the orbital µ with the field acting on the orbital ν.

Besides this spin-dependent contribution we introduce also a spin-independent part of the
attractive intraorbital interaction of unknown origin. This can be done by replacing Siµ ·Sjµ

by Siµ · Sjµ + vµniµnjµ/4. Decomposed into spin-singlet and spin-triplet channels, this does
not change the structure of the interaction. For simplicity, we will take v1 = v2 = v3 for
our calculation. To lift the degeneracy completely we have also to include the pair scattering
between different Fermi surfaces. This interaction is mediated by Coulomb interaction [15].
For unconventional Cooper pairs the on-site scattering is ineffective. Thus we include the
scattering via nearest-neighbor interaction also here,

Hib =
∑

i,µ,µ′

∑
s,s′,r̂

gc†iµsc
†
i+r̂,µs′ci+r̂,µ′s′ciµ′s , (5)

for µ 
= µ′. Including all terms and changing to momentum space we obtain in a pairing
interaction of the form

Hpair =
1
N

∑′

V r
µµ′,s1,...s4

cos(kr − k′
r)c†kµs1

c†−kµs2
c−k′µ′s3ck′µ′s4 , (6)

where
∑′ indicates that we sum over all repeated indices (r = x, y) and the coefficients

V r
µµ′,s1,...s4

are easily obtained from the above interactions. The decomposition of cos(k − k′)
into cos k cos k′ + sin k sin k′ yields the wave functions of the possible states: “extended s-
wave” (cos kx + cos ky), “dx2−y2-wave” (cos kx − cos ky) for the spin-singlet channel and the
p-wave” spin-triplet states (sin kx, sin ky) which are degenerate by symmetry [16]. While both
spin-singlet states have, in general, zero-nodes in the gap, it is possible to combine the two
degenerate p-wave components to form a nodeless gap. In this sense the p-wave channel is
expected to be favored, if the spin-dependent part of the interaction does not suppress the
triplet spin configuration.

The degeneracy of the two Cooper pair channels with the orbital wave functions sin kx and
sin ky is independent of the spin wave function. Thus, we may choose the spin configuration
to optimize the condensation energy. The gap function is given by

∆̂µ(k) = iσ̂ · dµ(k)σ̂y = i
∑

ν=x,y,z

σ̂ν σ̂yν̂(aνµ sin kx + bνµ sin ky) , (7)

where ν̂ is the unit vector in ν-direction. The quasiparticle energy gap in each band is given
by

√|dµ(k)|2. States with the same gap have within the weak-coupling theory the same
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Table I – Degenerate stable spin-triplet pairing states listed according to the irreducible representations
of the tetragonal point group D4h assuming simultaneous rotations of spin and orbital part.

Γ dµ(k) P Q

A1u x̂ sin kx + ŷ sin ky +1 +1

A2u x̂ sin ky − ŷ sin kx +1 −1
B1u x̂ sin kx − ŷ sin ky −1 +1

B2u x̂ sin ky + ŷ sin kx −1 −1
Eu ẑ(sin kx ± i sin ky) ±1 -

condensation energy and are consequently degenerate. The combinations given in table I have

all the same gap
√

sin2 kx + sin2 ky so that we find six degenerate pairing states [3, 7, 16].
This is a special feature of a two-dimensional Fermi liquid. In three dimensions one finds
only one stable state, the Balian-Werthamer state, d(k) = x̂ sin kx + ŷ sin ky + ẑ sin kz. Note
that this result is general and does not depend on the details of the Hamiltonian as long as
it favors p-wave pairing. It was shown that going beyond weak coupling by including the
renormalization of the spin fluctuation spectrum the state d(k) = ẑ(sin kx ± i sin ky) would
be favored analogously to the spin fluctuation feedback mechanism stabilizing the A-phase of
superfluid 3He [7]. This is a secondary effect and does not affect the degeneracy of Tc, but is
connected with the condensation energy at low temperature.

The degeneracy of Tc can be lifted by removal of spin rotation symmetry, i.e. by taking
spin-orbit coupling into account. The spin-orbit coupling is connected with the heaviest ion
—Ru in our case— where it acts as an on-site term in the Hamiltonian, Hso = λ

∑
i Li·Si. The

angular momentum Li operates on the three t2g-orbitals on the site i. If we restrict ourselves
to these three orbitals, ignoring the eg-orbitals, we can write the spin-orbit Hamiltonian as

Hso = i
λ

2

∑
l,m,n

εlmn

∑
k,s,s′

c†kl,sckms′σn
ss′ , (8)

where εlmn is the completely antisymmetric tensor and λ is a coupling constant such that the
t2g-states behave like an % = 1 angular-momentum representation (we use for l,m, n either
{x, y, z} or equivalently {1, 2, 3}). Together with eq. (1) the spin-orbit coupling leads to new
quasiparticles which are now labeled by pseudo-orbital and pseudo-spin indices connected with
the original ones by the unitary transformation defined for each wave vector k,

(ak1s, ak2s, ak3s)† = (ck1s, ck2s, ck3−s)†Ûks , (9)

where the spin-orbit coupling mixes the up-spins of the orbital 1 and 2 with down-spin of
orbital 3 and vice versa. We find that the matrix elements of Ûks of opposite spin are related
as ukµνs = u∗

kµν,−s for µ = 1, 2 and uk3νs = −u∗
k3ν,−s for µ = 3. Note that the inclusion

of spin-orbit coupling affects the band structure so that the chemical potential of the orbitals
has to be adjusted for different values of λ to produce the proper Fermi surface shape.

Cooper pairing has now to be defined and analyzed concerning the symmetry based on
these new quasiparticles. We proceed, therefore, by rewriting the original pairing interaction
Hpair in terms of these quasiparticles,

Hpair =
1

2N

∑′

Vνν′
s1s2s3s4

(k,k′)a†kνs1
a†−kνs2

a−k′ν′s3ak′ν′s4 , (10)
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where

Vνν′
s1s2s3s4

(k,k′) =
(
Kmm′

s1s2s3s4
UP∗

kmνs1s2
UP

k′m′ν′s3s4
+ K̃mm′

s1s2s3s4
UP∗

kmνs1s2
U−P

k′m′ν′s3s4

)
,

Kmm′
s1s2s3s4

= J̃mδmm′σs1s4σs2s3 + g̃mm′δs1s4δs2s3 + g̃′mm′δs1,−s4δs1,−s2δs3,−s4 ,

K̃mm′
s1s2s3s4

= g̃′mm′δs1,−s4δs1,s2δs3,s4 . (11)

Here we introduced the abbreviation J̃m = (Jm/4)(1 + v). g̃ and g̃′ are symmetric with non-
vanishing elements g̃12 = g̃′13 = g̃′23 = g. The functions UP , P = ±1, are used to express the
pairing states and shall be constructed according to the symmetries listed in table I where P
for each state is given,

UP
k1νs1s2

= uk1νs1uk1νs2 sin kx + iPuk2νs1uk2νs2 sin ky ,

UP
k2νs1s2

= uk2νs1uk2νs2 sin kx + iPuk1νs1uk1νs2 sin ky ,

UP
k3νs1s2

= uk3νs1uk3νs2(sin kx − is1s2P sin ky) . (12)

A 90◦ rotation acting on the orbital part only (i.e., k) leads to UP
kmνs1s2

→ −iPUP
kmνs1s2

following table I. Note that in Hpair different signs of P are coupled through the pair scattering
between orbital 3 and orbital 1 or 2 only. These interband pair scatterings are responsible for
the lifting of degeneracy of the A1,2u and B1,2u pairing states.

The standard BCS-type mean-field approach leads to the definition of the quasiparticle
gap,

∆νs2s1(k) =
1

4N

∑′

Vνν′
s1,s2,s3,s4

(k,k′)fν′s3s4(k′) (13)

with fν′s3s4(k′) = 〈a−k′ν′s3ak′ν′s4〉 which is readily calculated after diagonalizing the mean-
field Hamiltonian. After some algebra, we formulate the self-consistent gap equation for
pairing in the odd-parity (pseudo spin-triplet) channel for the d-vector,

dx
ν(k) =

1
2N

∑′ (
J̃mδmm′ + g̃mm′ −Qg̃′mm′)

) (
QU−P∗

kmν↓↓ + UP∗
kmν↑↑

)
DPQ

m′ ,

dy
ν(k) =

i

2N

∑′ (
J̃mδmm′ + g̃mm′ −Qg̃′mm′

)(
−QU−P∗

kmν↓↓ + UP∗
kmν↑↑

)
DPQ

m′ ,

dz
ν(k) = − 1

N

∑′ (
J̃mδmm′ + g̃mm′ + g̃′mm′

)
UP∗

kmν↑↓D
P
m′ , (14)

with DPQ
m′ and DP

m′ are, respectively, the eigenvectors of

DPQ
m′ = − 1

N

∑′ (
J̃mδmm′′ + g̃mm′′ −Qg̃′mm′

)
UP

km′ν′↑↑UP∗
kmν′↑↑Fν′kD

PQ
m′′ ,

DP
m′ = − 1

N

∑′ (
J̃mδmm′′ + g̃mm′′ + g̃′mm′

)
UP

km′ν′↑↓UP∗
kmν′↑↓Fν′kD

P
m′′ , (15)

where Fν,k = tanh(βEν′k/2)/2Eν′k and P,Q = ±1 corresponding to table I. These six eigen-
equations (4 for DPQ

m′ and 2 for DP
m′) have solutions with the symmetries corresponding to

the pairing states as in table I. Note that DP
m′ is independent of Q and is the same for both

P = ±1 (because U−P
kmν↑↓ = UP∗

kmν↑↓ ), which is, therefore, always doubly degenerate. If DP
m′
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Fig. 1 – Phase diagram of stable states, with phase I representing ẑ(kx ± iky), phase II x̂ky − ŷkx and
phase III x̂kx + ŷky. The parameters used are t1 = 0.18 eV, t2 = 0.17 eV, t3 = 0.08 eV, t4 = 0.02 eV,
µ′ − µ = 0.1 eV, J̃3 = −0.1 eV and g = 0.02 eV.

gives the highest transition temperature Tc after solving the eigen-equations self-consistently,
then all DPQ

m′ have only trivial solutions at Tc. Hence the pairing state has only a dz component
and is doubly degenerate, which is consistent with the chiral state. On the other hand, there
will be no dz component in the pairing state when one of the DPQ

m′ gives the highest Tc.
Our calculation shows that the spin-orbit coupling lifts the degeneracy in favor of different

pairing states depending on the relative strength of the pairing interactions, J̃2 and J̃3. In
fig. 1 we present the phase diagram of spin-orbit coupling λ vs. the ratio J̃2/J̃3. Among
the three states occurring in the phase diagram we find also the time reversal symmetry
breaking state ẑ(kx ± iky) which is most stable, if the pairing interaction is dominant in the
dxy-orbital. The other two phases corresponding to the irreducible representations A1u (phase
II) and A2u (phase I) in table I, require either substantially stronger pairing interaction in
the bands of the orbitals dyz and dzx or rather weak spin-orbit coupling. The values of λ of
the Ru4+-ion in the literature are of the order of 0.07 eV. In view of the effect the spin-orbit
coupling has on the quasiparticle spectrum we may argue that its strength is moderate, since
the band structure calculations ignoring spin-orbit coupling are in reasonable agreement with
the de Haas-van Alphen data [8–10]. There are also experimental indications which suggest
that superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 is carried mainly by the dxy-band [17]. Clearly also the
electronic density of states of this band makes up 43% of the whole system. (In the choice of
parameters used in this calculation we have taken the ratios of density of states into account.)
The role of the interband pair scattering in eq. (5) is to distinguish between the A1u- and
A2u-state which would be degenerate for g = 0.

Our approach is based on the assumption that spin-orbit coupling is not too strong so
that we can deal with it essentially by changing only the character of the quasiparticles. This
procedure is complicated due to the itinerant character of the electrons. In our discussion
we have not taken into account the modification of the spin-dependent matrix elements of
the interaction. For this purpose we would need more detailed knowledge about the pairing
mechanism. Nevertheless, for the mechanism based on the extended Hund’s rule coupling we
can test the effect of spin-orbit coupling. Calculating the free-quasiparticle spin susceptibilities
including spin-orbit coupling shows that the anisotropy in the spin interaction in eq. (3) is
only of the order of 1% in the range of λ important for, considerably smaller than the above
effect.
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Calculating the static spin susceptibility for all bands we obtain within our model a very
similar form as calculated from LDA [12] and measured recently by neutron scattering [13].
Both theory and experiment agree well in the aspect that the strongest spin correlation is not
ferromagnetic, q = 0, but has a finite wave vector associated with the rather strong nesting
feature of the nearly one-dimensional bands of the dyz- and dzx-orbitals which in this way
dominate the q-dependence of the susceptibility. The large density of states, however, leads
to the strongest contribution to the overall susceptibility by the dxy-band. In calculating the
coupling strengths J2 and J3 we find that their ratio is of the order 1.7 in favor of J2 which
still would lead to the chiral superconducting state in the phase diagram. However, also the
spin-independent interactions have to be taken into account, which we cannot estimate at
present. The main conclusion of our study is that spin-orbit coupling plays an important role
in stabilizing the time-reversal symmetry-breaking p-wave pairing state in Sr2RuO4 and is
strongly connected with the orbital structure of the electron bands.
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